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1 COMMENT

Disney has proposed a pedestrian bridge over Harbor Boulevard in its Eastern Gateway Project. Some of the businesses on Harbor are concerned. (Courtesy of
Anaheim via the Disneyland Resort)

Motel and restaurant owners along Harbor Boulevard have created a website listing their concerns with Disneyland’s proposed Eastern Gateway Project.

Disney wants to build a 23-acre development on the east side of Harbor with a seven-story, 6,900-spot parking structure on Disney Way, a security

checkpoint, a transportation hub and a 15-foot-tall pedestrian bridge over Harbor that would lead visitors into Disneyland and Disney California Adventure.

The Harbor Boulevard Merchants Coalition, a collection of family owned businesses, released saynotodisney.com to map out its arguments, such as the

potential loss of customers and foot traffic and safety issues.
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“The new Eastern Gateway Project would discourage pedestrians from visiting Harbor Boulevard, turning what is now a five-minute walk from the resort

into a 20-minute trek,” the group’s attorney, Nadia L. Costa, and Sean Marciniak of Miller Starr Regalia, said in a letter to Anaheim Planning Director David

Belmer.

“Because this circuitous route would be walled off from surrounding businesses, the practical effect would be to isolate our clients’ businesses.”

According to Disneyland officials, the current crosswalk and access from Harbor Boulevard used by those staying at those hotels would stay.

Disney officials said they are working with the neighboring businesses and plan to alter the design of the development before going to the Planning

Commission to create entryways behind properties and other paths to the gateway. They’ve also suggested some businesses could create paths and access

points.

Contact the writer: 714-796-2443 or jpimentel@scng.com or follow on Twitter @OCDisney
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